Palermo Double Luxury Latex Pillow Top Topper Spring Mattress
Out of Stock: $644.95
Ready for the ultimate sleep experience? With the Double Spring
Mattress with Luxury Topper from Palermo, you can get the luxury sleep
experience you've always deserved at a price you can afford.
Palermo is a premier designer and manufacturer of luxury mattresses and
bedding, and the company's attention to detail and craftsmanship comes
through in every feature of this mattress. This medium-firm spring
mattress offers exceptional comfort and lasting durability. It's designed for
standard double beds and measures 137 x 187cm.
If you've put off buying a new mattress, now is a great time to consider a
Palermo mattress. Old mattresses lose their shape, accumulate dirt and
sweat, and lose their ability to properly support your body during sleep.
When you buy a Palermo mattress, you will "feel like a king and sleep like
a baby" thanks to high-quality materials and the latest in sleep
technology.
We haven't mentioned the generous 3cm-thick mattress topper with
premium quality latex, which provides even more ultra-soft comfort for a
truly blissful night's sleep. And comfort isn't the only benefit to this topper.
Latex is anti-microbial, hypoallergenic, and dust mite resistant. Its
superior ventilation and "breathable" quality are great for avoiding
discomfort from sweat or body heat, and for those who suffer from asthma
or allergies.
Buy the best, but don't pay the most. You never have to sacrifice quality
when you shop with us! Do yourself a favor and purchase the Palermo
Double Spring Mattress with Luxury Topper today. Sweet dreams!
Features of the Palermo Double Spring Mattress with Luxury Topper:
*Made by Palermo, a leader in luxury mattresses
*Double sized, measuring 137 x 187cm
*Classic spring mattress offers lasting comfort and support
*Medium firmness
*3cm-thick mattress topper with premium quality latex
*Latex topper is anti-microbial and hypoallergenic
Attributes:
Size: Double
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